Do you want from your technical interest immerse yourself in the **Quality Assurance environment**? If you are an entry level / Graduate looking for an exciting opportunity to step in the **Pharmaceutical industry**, then my client if the right choice for you!

My client is an **independent Belgian** company dedicated to the **production of non-sterile pharmaceuticals**. This CMO (**in-house production**), from procurement of raw materials to the production of the final product, will offer you the opportunity to work across the different aspects of the Drug Development, and thus it will **teach you new skills to bring on your future career**. They are specialised in both semi-solid preparations (such as creams, pastes and gels), as well as liquid forms (such as solutions, emulsions, suspensions, aerosols) and even dry powders.

It is a job with **broad responsibilities** which you get a wide picture on the **entire process** and not just a small sub domain. You get a lot of room for **initiative**. Their human sized organization will ensure you to work in a **friendly environment**, which will help your integration as you are making your **first steps in the industry**. Their **state of the art training** will teach you broad knowledge of the sector, and will be a strong asset for your **personal growth**.

**Responsibilities:**

You will be led by the Validation Manager and you will be responsible for the validation of equipment, utilities, and buildings.

You will create user requirements before purchasing, preparing validation protocols (IQ, OQ, PQ), development of validation planning, support and advise when validation testing, reporting afterwards.

You will work closely with different departments (QA, production, technical service) and ensure that your plans are respected and validations are carried out correctly.

You maintain the necessary relationships with suppliers.

**Candidate profile:**

- Bachelor or Master in Engineering, Pharma or Biology
- Knowledge or experience in a GMP environment or validation context is a definite plus.
- Dynamic person, open and willing to listen, but also very determined and conscientious
- Open minded and pro active to participate in several meetings.
- Fluent in Dutch and English.

For more information, please send a recent copy of your CV in English on Word Format to a.schmitt-fillaire@nonstop-pharma.ch or call Arnaud Schmitt-Fillaire on 0032 2 403 4980.
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